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LOT #

Rules Refresher755

Run from #42 - 49.  VF to NM condition.
Northlanders Comic Group (8)756

Playset, die-cast, view-masters, and more. Mint in sealed
packages.

Star Wars Toy/Collectibles Box Lot757

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot758

Storybooks, comics, and non-fiction from the wonderful world of
Disney!

Disney Hardcovers (Lot of 6)759

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. The very tip of his sword is broken,
but otherwise great condition. PLEASE NOTE that this entire
collection came to us loose. We have attempted to describe
everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention to any
major problems that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and
may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces.
REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are
loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to
get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the statues require
extra packaging. 

Frodo Baggins Weta Statue760

VF to NM condition.
The New Deadwardians Comics Run #1-8 Complete761

Littlest Pet Shop, Barbie, Monster High, and more. Mint in sealed
packages.

Girl Toy/Collectibles Box Lot762

Great display piece! Framed 8x10 signed by the whole band, plus
limited edition guitar picks. There is no CoA but we believe this
item to be the real deal based on its origin.

Skid Row SIGNED 8x10 + Picks763

Box of vinyl records from showroom display. All “B” bands,
including everything pictured. Conditions from VG to NM, overall in
the VG+ range.

Vinyl Records Box Lot - B Bands/Artists764

LOT #

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. Great condition with no obvious
broken pieces or chips. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection
came to us loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the
best of our ability and will draw attention to any major problems
that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and may show
cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW
PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are loose and
do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to
you as intact as possible. Some of the statues require extra
packaging. 

Meriadoc "Merry" Brandybuck Weta Statue765

VF to NM condition.
Testament Comics Run #1 - 22 Complete766

Disney's Cars, Building Set, and more. Mint in sealed packages.
Kids Toy/Collectibles Box Lot767

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot768

Various authors and genres.
Summer Reading: Hardcover Fiction (Lot of 6)769

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. Sam's leg is broken as pictured. Bill is
in great shape. He's a brave pony. PLEASE NOTE that this entire
collection came to us loose. We have attempted to describe
everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention to any
major problems that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and
may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces.
REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are
loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to
get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the statues require
extra packaging. 

Samwise Gamgee & Bill the Pony Weta Statue770

VF to NM condition of the New 52 Run.
Swamp Thing Comics Run #0 - 20 Plus Annual771

Figures, plushes and more. Plushes are new with tags. Everything
else is mint in sealed packages.

Disney Toy/Collectibles Box Lot772

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Mostly 1950s and 60s discs, most with original sleeves tho some
are mismatched. There are some interesting Chinese imports in the
batch! Includes a nice little stack of original picture sleeves in great
condition.

7" Vinyl Record Group Imports!773

Box of vinyl records from showroom display. All “C” bands,
including everything pictured. Conditions from VG to NM, overall in
the VG+ range.

Vinyl Records Box Lot - C Bands/Artists774

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. Two strips of his armor are broken
(pieces included). Bow included but too fragile to be assembled in
photo. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection came to us loose.
We have attempted to describe everything to the best of our ability
and will draw attention to any major problems that we notice.
However, these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken
bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully
when bidding! The vast majority are loose and do not come with
boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to you as intact as
possible. Some of the statues require extra packaging. 

Uruk-hai Scout Swordsman Weta Statue775

VF to NM condition.
Swamp Thing Comics Run #1-8 Complete 2004776

6 figures from Rick and Morty, American Gods, Son of Zorn, and
more. Mint in sealed packages.

Funko Pop! Movie/TV Figure Box Lot777

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot778

B.B. King, Pete Townsend, Ronnie Wood, and many more!
Music Bios & Memoirs (Lot of 6)779

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. Arm is broken, but included and it
does appear to be a clean break. PLEASE NOTE that this entire
collection came to us loose. We have attempted to describe
everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention to any
major problems that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and
may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces.
REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are
loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to
get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the statues require
extra packaging. 

Moria Orc Archer Weta Statue780

VF to NM condition.
Outlaw Nation Comics Run #1-19 Complete781

You get everything pictured. This is a mixture of mint in package
items and loose figures that are in excellent condition.

Transformers Toy/Collectibles Box Lot782

LOT #

Eight vinyl LP records for Christmas! Includes Wayne Newton,
Frank Sinatra, Bing Crosby & more. All in nice condition with minor
wear.

Stack of Christmas Vinyl LPs Sinatra783

If you aren't a Boston Bruins fan, there are a least a few Redwings
jerseys on the cover! Overall nice shape with minor wear + a
sticker on the jacket.

Goal: Bruins NHL Vinyl LP Record784

Low number! Weta Sideshow Collectibles. Sword is cracked at the
base. Scabbard is broken but included. PLEASE NOTE that this
entire collection came to us loose. We have attempted to describe
everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention to any
major problems that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and
may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces.
REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are
loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to
get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the statues require
extra packaging. 

King Théoden #23/2000785

DC/Marvel & Small Press Assorted Series.  Some issues may be
rougher, but overall VF to NM condition.

Long Box of Comics786

Home Alone, Lord of the Rings, Lone Ranger, and more. The
plushes are new with tags. The rest of the toys are mint in sealed
packages.

Movie Toy/Collectible Box Lot787

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot788

Various artists and genres, most not sealed.
Greatest Hits & Compilations (Lot of 15)789

Fell Beast With Morgul Lord Witch-King. Weta Sideshow
Collectibles. The Beast's wing is broken, but included. Also has a
broken spine along the back. PLEASE NOTE that this entire
collection came to us loose. We have attempted to describe
everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention to any
major problems that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and
may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces.
REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are
loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to
get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the statues require
extra packaging. 

Fell Beast w/ Witch-King #69/3000790

Includes plushes, action figures, Legos - lots of assorted fun.  You
get all that is pictured!

Box Full of Toys791

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Figures, Tsum, Tsums, and blind packs. Except for the little Tsum
Tsum, everything is mint in sealed package.

Nightmare Before Christmas Toy Box Lot792

A whole stack of Harry Chapin! All nice shape with minor wear.
Harry Chapin (10) Vinyl LP Records793

Box of vinyl records from showroom display. All “F” bands,
including everything pictured. Conditions from VG to NM, overall in
the VG+ range.

Vinyl Records Box Lot - F Bands/Artists794

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. Her sword is broken and missing.
Comes with original box.

Eowyn Shield Maiden #898/7500795

All in great shape.
Group of 8x10s Shirley Temple I Love Lucy796

Medicom Disney figure, playing cards, and more. Mint in sealed
packages, except for the Sally plush (she is new with tag).

Disney Toy/Collectibles Box Lot797

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot798

Books based on TV, comics, & movies€¦plus the 1st season of
Angel on DVD, in case you need a new Fandom.

Summer Reading: Fandom Fictions (Lot of 17)799

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. The flowers are broken off but
included. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection came to us
loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the best of our
ability and will draw attention to any major problems that we notice.
However, these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken
bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully
when bidding! The vast majority are loose and do not come with
boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to you as intact as
possible. Some of the statues require extra packaging. 

Arwen Evenstar Weta Statue800

G-VG condition.
Western Comics Group (3) Gunfighters801

Darth Maul bank and figures. Mint in sealed packages.
Star Wars Toy/Collectibles Box Lot802

We're putting this one in exactly as we found it! Vintage carrying
case filled with 7" vinyl from the 1950s and 60s. Notable in this
group is several Bell releases which used 78RPM speed played
with a modern needle. It's like an LP in 7" size! Conditions range
from used to NM, but overall in clean nice condition.

Box of 7" Vinyl Records + Vintage Case803

LOT #

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. A few small chips on his cloak as
pictured.  PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection came to us
loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the best of our
ability and will draw attention to any major problems that we notice.
However, these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken
bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully
when bidding! The vast majority are loose and do not come with
boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to you as intact as
possible. Some of the statues require extra packaging. 

Grima Wormtongue #182/2000804

VF-NM condition.
Insane Clown Posse Desertz of Glass #1805

All in nice shape with minor wear.
Dave Edmunds (7) Vinyl LP Records806

Frozen (Olaf) statue, comic con exclusive NBX figure set, plushes,
and more. With the exception of the plushes (they are new with
tags) everything else is mint in sealed packages.

Disney Toy/Collectibles Box Lot807

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot808

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. A small chip in his armor and some
paint chips on his hand as pictured. Overwise great condition.
PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection came to us loose. We
have attempted to describe everything to the best of our ability and
will draw attention to any major problems that we notice. However,
these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and
may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding!
The vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we
will do our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some
of the statues require extra packaging. 

Orc Overseer Weta Statue809

VF-NM condition.
New Avengers #27 Key: 1st Hawkeye as Ronin810

Various artists, all hardcover.
Rock 'N Roll Memoirs (Lot of 9)811

Large scale droid figures, Millennium Falcon toy, and more. Mint in
sealed packages.

Star Wars Toy/Collectibles Box Lot812

We're putting this one in exactly as we found it! Vintage carrying
case filled with 7" vinyl from the 1950s and 60s. Includes Drifters,
Playboys, Fleetwoods, Chuck Berry on CHESS, a sharp Carl
Perkins w/photo sleeve and lots more. A few are rougher, but
overall in nice condition.

Box of 7" Vinyl Records + Vintage Case813

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Weta Sideshow Collectibles. Great condition with no obvious
broken pieces or chips. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection
came to us loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the
best of our ability and will draw attention to any major problems
that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and may show
cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW
PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are loose and
do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to
you as intact as possible. Some of the statues require extra
packaging. 

Orc Pitmaster Weta Statue814

VF-NM condition. Bag is sealed.
Insane Clown Posse #5 Polybagged w/CD Edition815

Two versions of the same album! The London release cut into an
octogon, plus a German import pressing with square corners! Both
in nice shape with minor wear.

Rolling Stones Past Darkly (2) Vinyl LP Records816

An assortment of blind packs, figures, plushes, and more. Please
note that a couple of the blind packs are opened and the plushes
are new with tags.

DC Comics Toys/Collectibles Box Lot817

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot818

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. The tip of a weapon is chipped.
PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection came to us loose. We
have attempted to describe everything to the best of our ability and
will draw attention to any major problems that we notice. However,
these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and
may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding!
The vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we
will do our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some
of the statues require extra packaging. 

Peter Jackson as a Corsair #534/3500819

VF-NM condition.
Amazing Spiderman #365 Silver Edition Holo Cover820

Classic pin-up images or can color yourself!
Gill Elvgren Pin-Up Coloring Book (Dealer Lot 14)821

All plushes are new.
Shopkins/Yummy World + More Plush Lot822

Condition from VG to NM, overall in nice shape with minor wear.
Don McLean (6) Vinyl LP Records823

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. Some minor paint scuffing as
pictured, but nothing obviously chipped or broken. PLEASE NOTE
that this entire collection came to us loose. We have attempted to
describe everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention

Haradrim Soldier #522/4000824

LOT #
to any major problems that we notice. However, these lots are
AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be
missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The
vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do
our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the
statues require extra packaging. 

VF-NM condition. Bag is sealed.
Insane Clown Posse #3 Polybagged w/CD Edition825

The wood box has seen better days, but it contains 70+ graded 7"
vinyl records. Most with original sleeves and in VG shape or better.

Wood Box Full of 7" Vinyl Records826

Game of Thrones, Lord of the Rings, and Doctor Who, Mint in
sealed packages. A couple of packages have shelf wear as
pictured.

Movie Toy/Collectible Box Lot827

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot828

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. Great condition with no obvious
broken pieces or chips. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection
came to us loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the
best of our ability and will draw attention to any major problems
that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and may show
cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW
PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are loose and
do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to
you as intact as possible. Some of the statues require extra
packaging. 

Orc Brute Weta Statue829

VF-NM condition.
New X-Men #115 Key: 1st Negasonic Teenage Warhead830

Various authors. 8 hardcovers and 1 paperback.
Summer Reading: Fantasy & Sci-Fi (Lot of 9)831

Figures, blind packs, and more. Mint in sealed packages.
DC Comics Toys/Collectibles Box Lot832

Box of vinyl records from showroom display. All “H” bands,
including everything pictured. Conditions from VG to NM, overall in
the VG+ range.

Vinyl Records Box Lot - H Bands/Artists833

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. His back hair braid is broken
(included). PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection came to us
loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the best of our
ability and will draw attention to any major problems that we notice.
However, these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken
bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully
when bidding! The vast majority are loose and do not come with

Gimli, Son of Gloin #159/2000834

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to you as intact as
possible. Some of the statues require extra packaging. 

VF-NM condition. Bag is sealed.
Insane Clown Posse #2 Polybagged w/CD Edition835

All in nice shape with minor wear.
Lana Cantrell (5) LP Vinyl Records836

An assortment of lightsabers, figures, die-cast, and more. You get
everything pictured.

Star Wars Toy/Collectibles Box Lot837

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot838

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. Great condition with no obvious
broken pieces or chips.

King Elessar #550/3000839

VF-NM condition.
New X-Men #129 Origin Weapon X Project840

Various artists, sealed and open
Hard Rock (Lot 17)841

Pennywise from IT, Invisible Man, Jason, and more. Mint in sealed
packages.

Funko Pop! Horror Figure Box Lot842

Mostly rock-related compilation records. A few are rougher, but
overall in nice shape with minor wear!

Compilations! (18) LP Vinyl Records843

Low number! Weta Sideshow Collectibles. Statue itself is in great
condition with no obvious broken pieces of cracks. The weapon tip
is broken (included). PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection
came to us loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the
best of our ability and will draw attention to any major problems
that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and may show
cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW
PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are loose and
do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to
you as intact as possible. Some of the statues require extra
packaging. 

Easterling Soldier #19/2000844

VF-NM condition. Bag is sealed.
Insane Clown Posse #1 Polybagged w/CD Edition845

No vinyl, all sleeves! Some are rougher, but overall nice shape with
minor wear.

Wood Box Full of 7" Photo/Label Sleeves846

Figures and blind packs. Mint in sealed packages.
Power Rangers Toy/Collectibles Box Lot847

LOT #

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot848

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. Great condition, no visible cracks or
chips. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection came to us loose.
We have attempted to describe everything to the best of our ability
and will draw attention to any major problems that we notice.
However, these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken
bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully
when bidding! The vast majority are loose and do not come with
boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to you as intact as
possible. Some of the statues require extra packaging. 

Legolas Greenleaf Weta Statue849

VF-NM condition.
Amazing Spiderman #618850

Still sealed!
Saga Book One Omnibus Hardcover851

Ghostbusters, Batman, and more.  A few items are loose. The rest
are mint in sealed packages.

Pop Culture Die-Cast Vehicle Box Lot852

78RPM large 12" platters boxed set with news and recordings from
1933 to 1945. Outer box shows wear, but discs are in nice
condition.

Edward R. Murrow WWII Slate Record Album853

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. The tip of the sword on his back is
broken. The box does pull back but it is too fragile to do so in the
photos. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection came to us loose.
We have attempted to describe everything to the best of our ability
and will draw attention to any major problems that we notice.
However, these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken
bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully
when bidding! The vast majority are loose and do not come with
boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to you as intact as
possible. Some of the statues require extra packaging. 

Galadhrim Archer #42/2000854

VF-NM condition.
GI Joe #164 - Both Cover Variants - Larry Hama855

Branford Marsalis, Miles Davis, Ahmad Jamal, Bill Black! All in nice
shape with some minor wear.

Jazz (6) Vinyl LP Records Miles Davis856

Mario, Assassin's Creed, Street Fighter, and more. Plush is new
with tag. Everything is mint in sealed packages.

Video Game Toy/Collectibles Box Lot857

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot858

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Weta Sideshow Collectibles. Great condition, nothing visibly
cracked or broken. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection came
to us loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the best
of our ability and will draw attention to any major problems that we
notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips,
broken bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS
carefully when bidding! The vast majority are loose and do not
come with boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to you as
intact as possible. Some of the statues require extra packaging. 

Aragorn, Son of Arathorn Weta Statue859

VF-NM condition.
Hero Comics 2011 - Chew Story Adam Hughes Cover860

Deadpool, the Beatles, Disney, and more!
Summer Reading: Hardcovers (lot of 6)861

Tsum Tsums, Crossy Road, and more. Mint in sealed packages.
Disney Toy/Collectibles Box Lot862

Box of vinyl records from showroom display. All “J” bands, including
everything pictured. Conditions from VG to NM, overall in the VG+
range.

Vinyl Records Box Lot - J Bands/Artists863

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. A very tiny crack in his sword and one
cracked finger as pictured. PLEASE NOTE that this entire
collection came to us loose. We have attempted to describe
everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention to any
major problems that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and
may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces.
REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are
loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to
get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the statues require
extra packaging. 

Gandalf the White #81/3000864

One of the most vile Batman stories starts here! VF-NM condition.
All Star Batman & Robin Frank Miller Jim Lee865

From Netflix! Sealed in original packaging. LP Vinyl record.
Black Mirror Black Museum SEALED LP866

All sorts of cool stuff here. Pocket Pops!, plastic miniatures, Elvira
bike seat cover, and more. You get all pictured.

Horror Toy/Collectible Box Lot867

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot868

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. His hand is broken (included), and a
small chip on the base of his cloak. The tower has a few chips as
pictured. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection came to us
loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the best of our
ability and will draw attention to any major problems that we notice.

Saruman the White Weta Statue869

LOT #
However, these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken
bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully
when bidding! The vast majority are loose and do not come with
boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to you as intact as
possible. Some of the statues require extra packaging. 

VF-NM condition.
League of Extraordinary Gentlemen #1 Alan Moore870

Books on a variety of real subjects.
Summer Reading: Non-Fiction (Lot of 7)871

Figures, helmets, and more. Mint in sealed packages.
Star Wars Toy/Collectibles Box Lot872

78 RPM slate record album. Shows some wear, but complete!
Raggedy Ann's Sunny Songs Frank Luther873

Low number! Weta Sideshow Collectibles. Great condition, nothing
visibly broken or chipped. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection
came to us loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the
best of our ability and will draw attention to any major problems
that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and may show
cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW
PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are loose and
do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to
you as intact as possible. Some of the statues require extra
packaging. 

Boromir, Son of Denethor #23/2000874

VF-NM condition.
Batman and Robin #1 Grant Morrison Frank Quitely875

Sealed LP vinyl record from Record Store Day. Comic art!
Richard Bone Brave Tales RSD Sealed LP876

Futurama, Ninjat Turtles, Animaniacs, and more. You get all
pictured. Everything is in new condition.

TV Cartoon Toy/Collectibles Box Lot877

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot878

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. Great condition, nothing visibly
cracked or broken. Base has some scratches on the underside, see
pics.

Lurtz Uruk-hai Weta Statue879

VF-NM condition.
Wolverine #66 Key: 1st Old Man Logan880

Inhumans, Spider-Man, Daredevil, Silver Surfers, & Star Wars!
Marvel TPBs (Lot of 7)881

Medicom Mickey figure, Incredibles blind boxes, and more. Mint in
sealed packages.

Disney Toy/Collectibles Box Lot882

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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78 RPM slate record album. Shows some wear, but complete!
Lore of the West Roy Rogers Gabby Hayes Record883

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. Great condition, nothing visibly
broken or chipped, although the base has some paint chips.
PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection came to us loose. We
have attempted to describe everything to the best of our ability and
will draw attention to any major problems that we notice. However,
these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and
may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding!
The vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we
will do our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some
of the statues require extra packaging. 

Orc Warrior Weta Statue884

VF-NM condition.
Black Widow #1 Marvel MK Greg Land Cover885

Box of vinyl records from showroom display. All “M” bands,
including everything pictured. Conditions from VG to NM, overall in
the VG+ range.

Vinyl Records Box Lot - M Bands/Artists886

Beast Hunter Optimus Prime. Large scale figure. Mint in sealed
package.

Optimus Prime Transformers Figure887

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot888

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. One arrow base is cracked. Sword
blade is bent, but not broken. PLEASE NOTE that this entire
collection came to us loose. We have attempted to describe
everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention to any
major problems that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and
may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces.
REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are
loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to
get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the statues require
extra packaging. 

Uruk-hai Berserker #67/3000.889

It all ends here! VF-NM condition.
X-Men Omega Chromium Cover890

Various artists, some sealed.
Pop & Rock *Lot of 2)891

Large figure set and sealed blind boxes. Mint in sealed packages.
My Little Pony Toy/Collectibles Box Lot892

All in nice shape with minor wear.
R&B (6) Vinyl LP Records Platters, Ray Charles893

LOT #

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. A section of his cloak is broken.
PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection came to us loose. We
have attempted to describe everything to the best of our ability and
will draw attention to any major problems that we notice. However,
these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and
may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding!
The vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we
will do our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some
of the statues require extra packaging. 

Elrond, Herald of Gil-Galad #537/2000894

Definitely mature readers, buddy. VF-NM condition.
Jim Balent's Tarot #47895

Record store release! #58/600 pressed. Sealed in original package.
Game of Thrones Vinyl LP Record SEALED896

Thundercats, My Little Pony, Megaman, and more. Mint in sealed
packages.

Pop Culture Blind Box Figure Lot897

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot898

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. Nothing visibly broken or cracked.
PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection came to us loose. We
have attempted to describe everything to the best of our ability and
will draw attention to any major problems that we notice. However,
these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and
may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding!
The vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we
will do our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some
of the statues require extra packaging. 

Ugluk, Uruk-hai Captain #80/2000899

COA included from Dynamic Forces. VF-NM condition.
JSA #1 Signed by Artist Stephen Sadowski900

Skottie Young art! Still sealed!
Wizard of Oz Marvel Hardcover Omnibus901

6 figures. Elton John, Kurt Cobain, Bray Wyatt, and more. Mint in
sealed packages.

Funko Pop Pop Culture Figure Box Lot902

Two are promo releases from the movie Batman, plus an EP from
Sign O the Times. All in nice shape with jacket wear.

Prince (3) Vinyl Records903

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. No visible cracks or broken pieces.
The velvet under the base is starting to come apart. PLEASE
NOTE that this entire collection came to us loose. We have
attempted to describe everything to the best of our ability and will
draw attention to any major problems that we notice. However,
these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and

Gandalf The Grey Weta Statue904

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #
may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding!
The vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we
will do our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some
of the statues require extra packaging. 

VF-NM condition.
Mega Man #1 Archie Capcom905

Box of vinyl records from showroom display. All “N” bands,
including everything pictured. Conditions from VG to NM, overall in
the VG+ range.

Vinyl Records Box Lot - N Bands/Artists906

Special Edition Creature Little Big Head signed by sculptor Mat
Falls, Godzilla figure, Monster Crunch! Game, and more. Plushes
are new. Everything else is mint in sealed packages.

Classic Monsters Toy/Collectible Lot907

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot908

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. One of the small spines is broken as
pictured, but everything else is remarkably intact. PLEASE NOTE
that this entire collection came to us loose. We have attempted to
describe everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention
to any major problems that we notice. However, these lots are
AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be
missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The
vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do
our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the
statues require extra packaging. 

Orthanc Tower #216/750909

If they had printed any fewer of these, they wouldn't exist. VF-NM
condition.

Spawn #201, 205, 207 LOW Print Runs910

Comics, Books, and a CD! Includes fiction and non.
Disney Stories & Comics (Lot of 6)911

Convention exclusive Great Gazoo, SpongeBob, Steven Universe,
and more. Mint in sealed packages.

TV Kid's Shows Toy/Collectible Box Lot912

Vinyl LP record in "Brain Drain" color pressing. Still sealed in
original packaging!

Devo Smooth Noodle Maps LP SEALED913

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. Two of his fingers are cracked.
PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection came to us loose. We
have attempted to describe everything to the best of our ability and
will draw attention to any major problems that we notice. However,
these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and
may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding!
The vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we

The Witch-King of Angmar #369/1000914

LOT #
will do our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some
of the statues require extra packaging. 

VF-NM condition.
Spawn #100 Mike Mignola Cover915

Random assortment of records from our showroom, varying genres
and conditions. Lots of great listening!

Full Box of Vinyl LP Records916

Galactic Heroes, figure, and more. Mint in sealed packages.
Star Wars Toy/Collectibles Box Lot917

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot918

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. Great condition, no visible cracks or
chips. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection came to us loose.
We have attempted to describe everything to the best of our ability
and will draw attention to any major problems that we notice.
However, these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken
bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully
when bidding! The vast majority are loose and do not come with
boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to you as intact as
possible. Some of the statues require extra packaging. 

Shelab #102/5000 Weta919

VF-NM condition.
Marvel Lenticular: US Avengers #11/Fant Four #261920

Softcover and Hardback, various authors.
Summer Reading: Sci-Fi & Fantasy (Lot of 6)921

Tsum Tsum, blind packs, and more. Mint in sealed packages.
Disney Toy/Collectibles Box Lot922

Four LPs from the great Bo Diddley on Checker and Chess labels!
Overall nice shape with some minor wear.

Bo Diddley (4) Vinyl LP Records923

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. Brand new, never opened, still sealed
in original box.

Bag End Environment SEALED Weta924

VF-NM condition.
Marvel Lenticular: Captain Marvel #125/Hulk #1925

Random assortment of records from our showroom, varying genres
and conditions. Lots of great listening!

Full Box of Vinyl LP Records926

Elf, Lord of the Rings, Batman, and more. Mint in sealed packages.
Movie Toy/Collectible Box Lot927

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot928

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. Briefly displayed but in great condition
with original box.

Front Gate to Erebor Weta Statue929

VF-NM condition.
Marvel Lenticular: Black Panther #166/Hulk #340930

Collected editions of various series starring Marvel's Merry
Mutants!

X-Men TPBs (Lot of 6)931

Classic Batman Batcave, Joker fish plush, mini figures, and more.
The plus is new, everything else is mint in sealed packages.

DC Comics Toys/Collectibles Box Lot932

Two softcover art books by the kind of the album cover, Roger
Dean! Both books have some shelf wear but overall in nice shape.

Roger Dean (2) LP-Sized Art Books933

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. One broken stalagmite but otherwise
a gorgeous piece. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection came
to us loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the best
of our ability and will draw attention to any major problems that we
notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips,
broken bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS
carefully when bidding! The vast majority are loose and do not
come with boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to you as
intact as possible. Some of the statues require extra packaging. 

The Mines of Moria Environment #1204/4000934

VF-NM condition.
Marvel Lenticular: Jean Gray #8/Ast. X-Men #2935

Random assortment of records from our showroom, varying genres
and conditions. Lots of great listening!

Full Box of Vinyl LP Records936

Figures and blind packs. Mint in sealed packages.
Transformers Toy/Collectibles Box Lot937

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot938

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. One tab on the wall broken. PLEASE
NOTE that this entire collection came to us loose. We have
attempted to describe everything to the best of our ability and will
draw attention to any major problems that we notice. However,
these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and
may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding!
The vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we
will do our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some
of the statues require extra packaging. 

Helm's Deep Environment #986/4000939

LOT #

VF-NM condition.
Marvel Lenticular: America #8/Am Spiderman #39940

Various titles, stories, and creative teams.
Batman Hardcovers (Lot of 6)941

From the Star Wars Black Series. Mint in sealed package.
Star Wars Black Series AT-ST Walker942

Box of vinyl records from showroom display. All “P” bands,
including everything pictured. Conditions from VG to NM, overall in
the VG+ range.

Vinyl Records Box Lot - P Bands/Artists943

Exclusive DVD Collectible. Weta Sideshow Collectibles. PLEASE
NOTE that this entire collection came to us loose. We have
attempted to describe everything to the best of our ability and will
draw attention to any major problems that we notice. However,
these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and
may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding!
The vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we
will do our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some
of the statues require extra packaging. 

Minas Tirith Exclusive Environment944

F-VF condition.
Batman Son of the Demon Graphic Novel945

Boxed set in great shape! Booklet is included and vinyl is clean.
Box shows some storage wear. George Harrison, Bob Dylan &
more.

George Harrison Concert for Bangladesh LP946

Figures and playset. Mint in sealed packages.
Transformers Toy/Collectibles Box Lot947

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot948

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. No visible cracks or broken pieces.
PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection came to us loose. We
have attempted to describe everything to the best of our ability and
will draw attention to any major problems that we notice. However,
these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and
may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding!
The vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we
will do our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some
of the statues require extra packaging. 

Weathertop Environment #548/3000949

VF-NM condition.
Marvel Lenticular: Royals #9/Uncanny X-Men #142950

Pop cultural conversation pieces on a variety of subjects.
Coffee Table & Art Books (Lot of 5)951

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #

Elton John, Alice Cooper, John Wayne, Bob's Burgers, and more.
You get all pictured.

Pop Culture Toy/Collectible Box Lot952

Shows some wear, but this is the original Lucille Ball/Marilyn
Monroe jacket that caused a big ruckus after this album's release.
The Stones got sued and had to reissue with different cover art.

Rolling Stones Some Girls Non-Censor Pressing LP953

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. No visible cracks or broken pieces.
PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection came to us loose. We
have attempted to describe everything to the best of our ability and
will draw attention to any major problems that we notice. However,
these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and
may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding!
The vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we
will do our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some
of the statues require extra packaging. 

Amon Hen Environment #136/1500954

VF-NM condition.
Marvel Lenticular: Jessica Jones #13/MTU Ann #4955

LP-sized glass mirror art, won from some seedy dude at a carnival.
A little dusty, but otherwise in nice shape.

The Police Mirror Art956

Mint in sealed package.
Batgirl Batcave Imaginext Set957

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot958

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. One of the hall's front pegs is
cracked. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection came to us
loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the best of our
ability and will draw attention to any major problems that we notice.
However, these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken
bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully
when bidding! The vast majority are loose and do not come with
boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to you as intact as
possible. Some of the statues require extra packaging. 

Golden Hall of Rohan #2012/4000959

VF-NM condition.
Marvel Lenticular: Iron Fist #73/Iron Fist #14960

Pop cultural conversation pieces on a variety of subjects.
Coffee Table & Art Books (Lot of 4)961

Mint in sealed packages.
Transformers Toy/Collectibles Box Lot962

Box of vinyl records from showroom display. All “R” bands,
including everything pictured. Conditions from VG to NM, overall in
the VG+ range.

Vinyl Records Box Lot - R Bands/Artists963

LOT #

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. One of the pegs of the pier is broken
off. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection came to us loose. We
have attempted to describe everything to the best of our ability and
will draw attention to any major problems that we notice. However,
these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and
may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding!
The vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we
will do our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some
of the statues require extra packaging. 

Bucklebury Ferry Environment #446/2000964

VF-NM condition.
Marvel Lenticular: Iceman #6/Champions #1965

Includes Journey Through the Past and Everybody Knows This is
Nowhere - both show some wear but overall in nice shape.

Neil Young (2) LP Records966

Figures, playing cards, Wacky Wobbler, and more. You get all
pictured.

Marvel Comics Toy/Collectibles Lot967

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot968

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. Great condition, no obvious cracks or
chips. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection came to us loose.
We have attempted to describe everything to the best of our ability
and will draw attention to any major problems that we notice.
However, these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken
bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully
when bidding! The vast majority are loose and do not come with
boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to you as intact as
possible. Some of the statues require extra packaging. 

Minas Morgul Exclusive Environment #1083/8500969

VF-NM condition.
Marvel Lenticular: X-Men Gold #13/Unc. X-Men #100970

Includes five comics and one novel.
Batman Hardcovers (Lot of 6)971

You get all pictured. Mint in packages.
Jurassic World Figure Lot972

LP-sized glass mirror art, won from some seedy dude at a carnival.
A little dusty, but otherwise in nice shape.

Peter Frampton Mirror Art973

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. Great condition, nothing visibly
broken or chipped. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection came
to us loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the best
of our ability and will draw attention to any major problems that we
notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips,
broken bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS

The Stone Trolls #36/750 Weta Statue974

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #
carefully when bidding! The vast majority are loose and do not
come with boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to you as
intact as possible. Some of the statues require extra packaging. 

VF-NM condition.
Marvel Lenticular: Spirits of Veng #1/GS X-Men #1975

It's a shame that this record is clipped for clearance, because it's
otherwise in pristine condition on the jacket and vinyl! Just missing
the one cutout on upper right corner.

Bob Seger System Mongrel LP Record976

Kingdom Hearts, Warcraft, and more. Mint in sealed packages.
Video Game Toy/Collectibles Box Lot977

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot978

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. Absolutely gorgeous statue. Nothing
broken. 3 of the tentacles are detachable. PLEASE NOTE that this
entire collection came to us loose. We have attempted to describe
everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention to any
major problems that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and
may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces.
REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are
loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to
get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the statues require
extra packaging. 

The Watcher in the Water #83/750 Weta Statue979

VF-NM condition.
Marvel Lenticular: Luke Cage #166/Hero For Hire #1980

Oversized art, some of it sequential.
Coffee Table Art & Comic Books (Lot of 4)981

MAD Magazine book and figure, Lady Death figure, Kraken playing
cards, some shot glasses, and more. You get everything pictured.

Assorted Fun Toy/Collectibles Box Lot982

Box of vinyl records from showroom display. All “T” bands,
including everything pictured. Conditions from VG to NM, overall in
the VG+ range.

Vinyl Records Box Lot - T Bands/Artists983

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. Briefly displayed, but nothing appears
to be broken. With original box. Box is taped. See pics for details.

Mumak of Harad Oliphant #785/3000 Weta Statue984

VF-NM condition.
Marvel Lenticular: Hulk #709/Hulk #94985

Includes the booklet and 2 LP vinyl records in a gatefold jacket.
Some jacket wear, but vinyl is in nice shape.

Phantom of the Opera Double LP986

LOT #

Lot of 4 Surfite 1:25 scale models. Mint in sealed packages.
Ed Big Daddy Roth Model Box Lot987

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot988

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. Horse has a chipped hoof and there is
a broken piece of the Ringwraith's cloak (included). Also, the peg
for the horse's front hoof is bent. PLEASE NOTE that this entire
collection came to us loose. We have attempted to describe
everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention to any
major problems that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and
may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces.
REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are
loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to
get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the statues require
extra packaging. 

Ringwraith and Steed #539/5000 Weta Statue989

VF-NM condition.
Marvel Lenticular: Champions #13/Avengers Ann #17990

Four Tarzan novels, 2 Howard-era Conans, and nifty Phantom
notebook,

Tarzan and Conan The Barbarian (Lot of 7)991

Figures and blind packs. Mint in sealed packages.
Transformers Toy/Collectibles Box Lot992

Box of vinyl records from showroom display. All “W” bands,
including everything pictured. Conditions from VG to NM, overall in
the VG+ range.

Vinyl Records Box Lot - W Bands/Artists993

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. His armor is EXTREMELY fragile. We
have the pieces for a broken off elbow guard, a hooked spine, and
one of the blades on his helmet (all these pieces included). His
helmet has damage as pictured with some pieces included.
PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection came to us loose. We
have attempted to describe everything to the best of our ability and
will draw attention to any major problems that we notice. However,
these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and
may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding!
The vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we
will do our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some
of the statues require extra packaging. 

The Dark Lord Sauron #364/9500 Weta Statue994

VF-NM condition.
Marvel Lenticular: Cable #150/New Mutants #87995

Both official Woodstock record releases including all 5 records.
Nice clean packages on both, besides one pesky sticker on the
front of Woodstock I.

Woodstock I and II Vinyl LP Records996

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #

You get all pictured. Mint in sealed packages.
Star Wars Toy/Collectibles Box Lot997

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot998

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. One arm is broken off, as well as a
piece of toe and the chain around his neck (all but toe pieces
included). PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection came to us
loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the best of our
ability and will draw attention to any major problems that we notice.
However, these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken
bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully
when bidding! The vast majority are loose and do not come with
boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to you as intact as
possible. Some of the statues require extra packaging. 

The Cave Troll #173/750 Weta Statue999

VF-NM condition.
Marvel Lenticular: Avengers #672/Avengers #531000

Sealed Slipcase
NOS4A2: Wraith Deluxe Edition by Joe Hill Hardcove1001

Tons of treasures here. You get everything pictured. Who knows
what else you'll find.

All the Rest Toys/Collectibles Box Lot1002

Hey music fans, pay close attention to this one! This is the Limited
Edition Squeezebox vinyl set from Weird Al! Includes all of his
studio albums on vinyl, plus a rarities disc all packaged in an
accordion case. Only ever removed from the box for inspection -
everything in this package is pristine inside. The only faults are that
the outer shipping box has some tape from being through a few
house moves and some CRAZY PERSON wrote "office
electronics" on it.

Weird Al's Squeezebox LIMITED Box Set1003

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. Low number! Absolutely GORGEOUS
statue. Please note that his wing is broken off, but included. One of
the rocks has a chip.  PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection
came to us loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the
best of our ability and will draw attention to any major problems
that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and may show
cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW
PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are loose and
do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to
you as intact as possible. Some of the statues require extra
packaging. 

The Balrog #30/1000 Weta Statue1004

Great key issue of Amazing Spiderman in an affordable grade!
Overall the book is a solid VF, but a few imperfections along the

Amazing Spiderman #300 KEY: 1st Venom1005

LOT #
spine pull it down more towards F condition. See photos for details.

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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